We determine a reasonable upper bound for the complexity of collection from the left to multiply two elements of a finite soluble group by restricting attention to certain polycyclic presentations of the group. As a corollary we give an upper bound for the complexity of collection from the left in finite p-groups in terms of the group order.
Introduction
In studying groups using computers it is important to have practical programs for multiplication of elements. For finite soluble groups given by (finite) polycyclic presentations this involves having practical programs for collection relative to a polycyclic presentation. See §2 for a description. Since the work of Vaughan-Lee [VLe90] and that of Leedham-Green and Soicher [LGS90] it has been known that collection from the left works well in practice. Collection from the left is the basis for multiplication in the computer algebra systems GAP [GAP13] and Magma [BCP97] .
The cost of various collection strategies has been discussed in several papers, see for example [LGS90] , [Geb02] and [Hoe04] .
Leedham-Green and Soicher compared the performance of some collection strategies and did some complexity analysis on collection from the left for finite p-groups. We address a question they raised ([LGS90] , p.675) of finding for finite p-groups and, more generally finite soluble groups, polycyclic presentations which from a complexity point of view are favourable for collection from the left.
Gebhardt [Geb02] extended the investigation of collection from the left to arbitrary polycyclic presentations. In particular, he substantially improved performance by modifying collection from the left to deal more effectively with large powers. His programs are the basis for the multiplication available in Magma.
Höfling [Hoe04] considered various favourable presentations.
In this paper we introduce a new kind of favourable presentation. Using these allows us to give an accessible complexity analysis for collection from the left. The theorem is stated in §2 and proved in §3. Our favourable presentations come from polycyclic series which refine series of normal subgroups with abelian sections such as the derived series. In practice, a better way of handling powers is by using repeated squaring as described by Gebhardt ([Geb02] , Section 4).
Cannon et al. [CEL04] consider other special presentations in relation to questions about finite soluble groups.
Preliminaries and favourable polycyclic presentations
We begin by recalling some terminology and notation. A finite polycyclic presentation is a presentation {A | R} where A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } and R consists of relations in A of the form a
where e i is a positive integer for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and v ij is a word in {a i+1 , . . . , a m } for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m.
In this context it suffices to work only with non-negative words in A, that is, words involving only letters from A but not their inverses. The order of the generators matters; we take a 1 < · · · < a m . As usual we use the abbreviation a α for the concatenation of α copies of a. The words a
for integers α i with 0 ≤ α i < e i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m are the normal words in A.
We take the right-hand sides of the relations in R to be normal words. The left-hand sides of the relations in R are precisely the minimal non-normal words in A. Every finite polycyclic presentation {A | R} defines a finite soluble group with order dividing e 1 · · · e m . It is well-known that every finite soluble group has a finite polycyclic presentation. A polycyclic presentation for a finite soluble group G is consistent if |G| = e 1 · · · e m . In this case, every element of G can be written uniquely as a normal word.
Given a non-normal word w in A a collection step replaces a minimal nonnormal subword of w with the right-hand side of the corresponding relation in R. Collecting a word in A is the application of a sequence of collection steps starting at the word. Collecting a word in A from the left is the collection in which each step replaces the left-most minimal non-normal subword of the word being collected in that step. A more detailed discussion of collection and, more generally, rewriting can be found in Sims [Sim94] .
We measure complexity in a more conventional way than Leedham-Green and Soicher [LGS90] . We estimate the number of collection steps required to collect the concatenation of two normal words to a normal word with respect to particular 'favourable' polycyclic presentations, and estimate the length of words which occur during such a collection.
A finite polycyclic presentation F = {A | R} will be called favourable if there is a positive integer d and a non-decreasing, surjective function δ : A → {1, . . . , d} such that either v ii is a i+1 or v ii is a normal word in {a k , ..., a m } with δ(a k ) > δ(a i ) and for j > i each v ij is a normal word and equal either to v * ij or to a j v * ij where v * ij is a normal word in {a k , ..., a m } with δ(a k ) > δ(a i ). The integer d is the soluble bound of F .
Lemma 1 Every finite soluble group has a favourable polycyclic presentation.
Proof: Let G be a finite soluble group. Let d be the derived length of G and let
A function δ is defined on A by δ(a) = ℓ for a ∈ A ℓ . The polycyclic presentation built on A, in the usual way, is favourable. ✷ Write A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } and, for a i in G ℓ , write e i for the order of a i modulo G ℓ+1 . A favourable presentation obtained from a group as in the proof is consistent and has all e i > 1. We assume henceforth that the finite polycyclic presentations that occur have these properties. Note that a finite cyclic group has a favourable presentation on one generator and one relation. A finite metacyclic group may not have a favourable presentation on two generators but then it has a favourable presentation on three generators. The normal words have length at most e 1 − 1 + ... + e m − 1 which we denote N.
For a finite p-group we can take the e i to be equal to p by replacing the minimality condition in the definition of A with choosing A via a polycyclic series which is a composition series refining the derived series.
Theorem Let F = {A | R} be a favourable polycyclic presentation with soluble bound d and maximum normal word length N. Every concatenation of two normal words in A can be collected from the left to a normal word in at most N 3d−1 steps. All words occurring in the course of this collection have length at most 2N when d = 1 and at most 2(d − 1)N 2 otherwise.
It remains an open question whether every finite soluble group has a finite polycyclic presentation and a collection using that presentation for which the number of collection steps is polynomial in the size of the input; which we are measuring by N.
Proof of the theorem
There is nothing to prove if either word is trivial. Let u and w be non-trivial normal words in A. Let a s be the first letter of w and write w = a s w 2 . Write u = u 1 a αs s u 2 where u 1 is a word in {a 1 , ..., a s−1 } and u 2 is a word in {a s+1 , ..., a m }.
In collecting uw from the left the subword u 1 is never modified and the subword w 2 is not involved until collection of the subword a αs s u 2 a s to a normal word has been completed. The theorem is a consequence of showing that the collection of subword a αs s u 2 a s to a normal word takes at most N 3d−2 steps and that, in context, the length of words occurring during the collection is at most 2N when d = 1 and at most 2(d − 1)N 2 otherwise. For d = 1 collecting the subword a αs s u 2 a s to a normal word takes at most N steps and the length of words occurring during the collection is at most 2N. Since the length of w is at most N, the number of steps in the collection of uw to a normal word is at most N 2 . The length of words occurring during the collection remains at most 2N.
For d > 1 we define the derived presentation Proof: Write u 2 = a t 1 . . . a t h Π 1 where δ(a t 1 ) = · · · = δ(a t h ) = 1; then h ≤ N − N ′ − 1. It takes at most N − 1 steps to move a s past u 2 giving
The length of this word is at most 2N + (N − 1)N ′ . When α s < e s − 1 the rest of the collection of a αs s u 2 a s to a normal word consists of at most N − N ′ − 2 stages using Lemma 3 followed by using Lemma 2 to collect Π N ′ +1 . The collection takes at most
steps. This is at most N 3d−2 . The length of the words occurring is at most 2N + (N − 3)N ′ + 1 + λ ′ + (N ′ − 1)N ′ when the lengths of u 1 , w 2 are included; so is at most λ ′ + 2N 2 . When α s = e s − 1 the next step replaces a Corollary 5 A finite p-group G has a favourable presentation with respect to which every concatenation of two normal words can be collected from the left in at most ((p − 1) log p |G|) 3 log 2 log p |G|+1 steps.
Proof: Let the order of G be p n . Let F = {A | R} be a favourable polycyclic presentation for G obtained by using a composition series refining the derived series. The maximum normal word length for F is at most (p−1)n. Moreover, the soluble bound d for F can be chosen to be the derived length of G. By a well-known result of P. Hall d is at most 1 + log 2 (n − 1) (e.g. [Sim94] , Corollary 9.1.11). So by the theorem the number of steps in collection from the left is at most ((p − 1) log p |G|) 3 log 2 log p |G|+1 . ✷
